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BEARD BALL

INVENTED BY:

50 Beard Ball stunt cards
5 Beard Balls
3 Stylish Beards
1 Pair of Glasses
1 Bearded Die
1 Game Board
Game Instructions

Beard Ball can be played by 3 or more individuals, 
or in teams of 2 or more people.

Shuffle the deck of Beard Ball stunt cards.
 Choose the turn order that teams or individuals will 
take during play.

set up:

LEAGUE PLAY:
On a turn, each team chooses who will 
toss the ball and who will wear the 
beard & glasses to catch the ball.
 
If playing as individuals, choose a partner 
for your turn and determine roles. BOTH 
players will score points if successful.
 
Draw 3 stunt cards from the deck and 
place them on the game board face 
up - 1 card per beard icon.
 
Roll the Bearded die to determine what 
type of beard must be worn for the turn.

Attach that beard to the glasses by 
folding the sideburns over the arms 
of the glasses and velcroing it closed.
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Play the stunt card associated with the 
beard icon on the game board for the turn.

Follow the instructions on the stunt card 
to score the points shown on the card. 
Each card specifies how many tries 
(number of attempts) a team gets to 
complete the stunt.

If players complete the stunt and land the 
ball on the beard they score the points 
and the turn is over.

If players cannot complete the stunt in the 
given number of tries, then the turn is over 
and no points are awarded.

The first to 11 or more points wins! 

1 pace = a normal stride.
Bearded players remain in place, but may 
move their body to catch the ball - unless 
specified otherwise
A try is the number of times the challenge 
may be attempted.
 

Remember:

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

HOW TO PLAY
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